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Firewalker Clan

The Firewalker Clan is a small, close nit group of misfits that have come together to form a family bond
for safety and comfort. The family has ties to the New Dusk Conclave through the patriarch’s
governmental position as head of a department. It also has ties in the military mainly C.A.F.F as a result
of the newest member of the clan joining as a pilot. The clan also has ties in the industrial complex,
which was mainly the result of the Mining Guild. That was the result of the eldest daughter joining the
corporation. As a clan, it strives for leadership qualities in its members, but won't force them to adhere
through pressure. ^ Firewalker family ^^

Capital Obsidian City, Sirris VI
Leadership Azonius Firewalker

Government Type Departmental Director
Parent Government New Dusk Conclave

Connections Pine, and Oaklen royal families, Kurosaki Clan, [faction:Yamatai:Motoyoshi_clan:]]
Formation YE 40

Current Year YE 45
Currency Duskerian Script (DS)

Custodians Charaa

Ideals

Honor, integrity and peace were the main ideals of the clan, though leadership is included, but not the
focus as to not allow pressure for the family.

Notable History

The Clan began when the existence of Azonius Firewalker came to be. Though at the time, it was a clan
of one for quite a while, leaving Azonius in a solitude without family until the NDC started the
development of clones, and their first cloning experiment of a Deer named Kali was concluded. Azonious
adopted the young deer into his family, and they became the first official member of the clan, then later
on, the NDC started developing the Operator. Once again the communications director adopted one
named Arye into his family, giving Kali a little sister. Kali joined the Mining Guild and rose in rank, and
Arye joined the navy, and became a pilot. Life continued until Kali was selected by the mining Guild
higher ups to go on a journey with a new Mining Guild contingent and leave the Kikyo sector. So Azonius
and Arye prepared a party for her.

Assets

As a result of their various careers, the clan as amassed a fortune of wealth, similar in the range of the
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Kurosaki Clan. Each member of the family contributes to the house and property in some way though
their home isn’t a house, but an apartment building. one of the many in the capital that citizens lived in.
Kali Firewalker owns an apartment in Deca-ville on Station Decacron. As one of the members is in the
military, they also have a BW-V-Starbreaker as part of their assets, and a Yacht should they need it.

Clan pets

This section will list the animals owned by the clan members.

1 PackRoach Rover

Members

Current members of the Itatski clan include:

Name Position Notes
Azonius Firewalker Clan Patriarch Leader of the Clan, Director of NDC Department Of Communications.
Kali Firewalker Clan Member leader of the Mining Guild Contingent, and eldest daughter of Azonius
Arye Firewalker Clan Member Ghost with the C.A.F.F

Relationships

Kurosaki Clan
Pines
Oaklens
Department Directors

Species

The species makeup of the clan is mainly Anthro in both Azonius and Kali on a higher percentage but with
a small number of Operator

Politics

The Firewalker clan has members in politics, specifically as a director of a department within the NDC. As
as result there are some political knowledge individuals in the clan.

Business

As a whole the clan don’t actually own a business, however, Kali Firewalker is a high ranked member of
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the Mining Guild as a result of this there is some Business experienced members of the family.
Furthermore each of the members have experience running things as they hve seen it.

Culture

In a manner of speaking, the Firewalkers, are mainly influenced in New Dusk Conclave culture though
that has had influence from the outside.

Territory

The Firewalker clan is based in Sanctum and lives in the capital city there.

OOC Notes

Charaa created this article on 2022/11/02 13:17.

� This article is a work-in-progress. Is it not currently approved.
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